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Accessible, risk-conscious insights.
From opportunities for growth to risks in play, AuditMap paves a path to risk-conscious decision
making. By unlocking the wealth of high-value information contained in internal audit deliverables,
the solution bridges your enterprise risk environment to your business’s objectives.

The Product

Actionable risk intelligence from documentation.
Our discovery tool distills risk management knowledge normally held in your documentation by
identifying key statements of interest (risk, controls, and more) and providing you an easy-to-use
interface to explore them. With AuditMap, you can:
•

Dive into your business risk landscape and

support your decision-making rationales.
Innovating in tightly regulated industries requires a constant outlook to procedures and
compliance. Knowing past and present exposure at-a-glance sets the stage for future-facing
management decisions.

•

Study characteristics and p
 erformance over time of documented areas within the organization.
By quantifying coverage, maintaining involvement in enterprise risk culture becomes an
accessible task for executives and managers alike.

•

Explore, categorize a
 nd compare

k
 ey statements (risks, controls, findings, and more) in an
interactive environment defined by your business structures, risk areas, and Enterprise Risk
Management Frameworks.

On-premise and cloud deployment options.
Designed with data security in mind, AuditMap can be deployed on-premise without the need for
outside connectivity. A cloud deployment option is also available for remote teams.

Status & Outlook of Software Development
AuditMap’s core functionalities are built and operational. Development is now expanding features,
and customizations for industry-specific use cases. T
 hose currently underway include:
•
•
•
•

A continued development of the Executive-suite dashboards for faster, in-depth analyses of the
corporate risk landscape;
Exporting Risk-to-Control Matrices; jumpstarting risk managers’ work from exploration to a first
draft.
Advanced detection of findings, recommendations, observations, and more;
Additional risk framework templates, including PEFA, ISO 31000, and more.

The Opportunity
Stallion.ai presents an opportunity for the integration of artificial intelligence in the new generation
of risk management workflows. Enhancing your risk management functions by keeping their
focus on delivering forward-facing value.
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